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We were meant to be seductive. We were designed to lure humans in.

Fortuna Sworn is the last of her kind.

Her brother disappeared two years ago, leaving her with no family or species to speak of. 
She hides among humans, spending her days working at a bar and her nights searching 
for him. The bleak pattern goes on and on... until she catches the eye of a powerful faerie.

He makes no attempt to hide that he desires Fortuna. And in exchange for her, he offers 
something irresistible. So Fortuna reluctantly leaves her safe existence behind to step back 
into a world of creatures and power.

It soon becomes clear that she may not have bargained with her heart, but her very life.
K.J. Sutton lives in a land of darkness and snow. She spends her time writing stories or 
watching twisted shows on Netflix. She always has a cup of Vanilla Chai in her hand and 
despises wearing anything besides pajamas. She adores interacting with fellow writers and 
readers. Until then, she's hard at work on her next book. K.J. Sutton also writes young adult 
novels as Kelsey Sutton.

Be friends with her on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter. You can also sign up for her 
newsletter to make sure you never miss an update!"K.J. Sutton has created a world that is 
equal parts mesmerizing and terrifying... for fantasy readers who are looking for a little 
fresh and a lot fantastic!" -Tome Tender Book Blog
"I absolutely adored this book." -SnoopyDoo's Book Reviews
"Prepare to delve into a dark and twisted world!" -Perspective of a Writer
"A delicious read." -Sullivan McPig 
"[K.J. Sutton] has got me hooked." -Mindy Lou's Book Review
"Sutton... managed to create a spin on not only the fae but other supernatural creatures 
that will fascinate you [and] leave you turning the pages as fast as you possibly can!" -My 
Guilty Obsession
"Fortuna Sworn is a captivating, fast-paced paranormal fantasy that is sure to sweep you 
away to a world unlike any other." -Lovely Loveday
"Fortuna Sworn created a die-hard fan in me." -BookedMercy
"If I could describe this book in two words, it would be dark and delicious." -The Caffeinated 
Lady
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State of New York Supreme Court Appellate Division Fourth Department, 
�����. State of New York , County of Cayuga , Auburn , New York , Rocco La  Fortuna  , 
being duly  sworn  , deposse and says : ss : That he is the Petitioner - Appellant herein and 
that he appears in person and has so appeared since the inception ..."
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